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Results

Survey 641223

Number of records in this query: 248
Total records in survey: 248
Percentage of total: 100.00%
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Summary for CommunityCenter

Do you think that Newfoundland needs a community center?

Answer Count Percentage

Yes (A1) 171 77.38%  
No (A2) 17 7.69%  
Not Sure (A3) 31 14.03%  
No answer 2 0.90%  
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Summary for UseIt

Would you personally use a community center?

Answer Count Percentage

Yes (A1) 142 64.25%  
No (A2) 30 13.57%  
Not Sure (A3NS) 47 21.27%  
No answer 2 0.90%  
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Summary for Residency

Do you view yourself as a full-time or part-time resident of Newfoundland?

Answer Count Percentage

Full Time (A1) 120 54.30%  
Part Time (A2) 17 7.69%  
Not A Resident (A3) 81 36.65%  
No answer 3 1.36%  
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Summary for NumberOfHubs

Do you think residents would be better served by a number of smaller community hubs interspersed in
Newfoundland or one large community center?

Answer Count Percentage

One large hub (A2) 136 61.54%  
A number of smaller hubs (A1) 27 12.22%  
Both (A3) 54 24.43%  
No answer 4 1.81%  
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Summary for Where

Newfoundland Library Second Floor 65 32.83%  

Greene Dreher Fire Hall 45 22.73%  
Purchase an existing structure and convert it 93 46.97%  
Lease an existing space 30 15.15%  
Build a new structure 46 23.23%  
Newfoundland Moravian Church 20 10.10%  
Other 14 7.07%  

ID Response

18 A space that could be utilized for small community groups to meet would be good here. 
29 Dead space
37 For meetings and a central hub
50 It would be nice to see it in an existing space, so as to be cost effective 
57 Cost effective. Nice large space.
66 No. Steps.
68 Couldnt we just give money to the library instead of wasting time/money on making “hubs”
78 Isn’t the library already a community hub? Why do we need this? Wouldn’t this time and

money be better spent on improving the library and getting people to USE the library it’s
programs and activities? 

100 Stairs
103 Good location in town
126 There is plenty of room there, especially when the Newfoundland Rotary Club installs the exit

stairs to make it safe.
130 It would depend on the space but it’s pretty centrally located
142 Second floor is fine but some seniors cannot do stairs
144 Should be a minute re publically used space. Already have wifi. 
235 It already exists 
237 Smaller space for more children activities or clubs or computer classes?
249 These spaces are already existing, which would save money. They are also already widely-

known existing location which would be easy to find, and are large enough to accommodate
larger gatherings for social distancing.

18 This is a central location, and large enough space. But how would a community center conflict
with events the fire company uses the building for? And I would be concerned about the fees
they would charge.

29 Used for breakfast and parties
37 For community meals
66 Large area and a kitchen if needed.
100 One level
103 Large building
104 Because it's big 
106 Modern existing facility 
129 Space is available 
137 good parking, level area.  inside big enough to section off if needed, kitchen area available
142 Their hall is ground level
151 all the amenities are there already, just use it, plenty of parking available
190 Plenty of parking and close to “downtown”
220 Plenty of room and parking
224 Ground level
18 This would be preferable to seeing an empty storefront. Could the True Value location be

used, after the parking lot is enlarged?
26 There are quite a few seemingly empty business buildings in Newfoundland
27 The old hardware store. I personally think the town needs more updates and more for the

community 
28 Tru value
35 True value
36 Old Fumbles Hardware
39 The lumber yard and humble bros a two large properties that are just sitting and be out to go

use
47 The old tru value store near the park
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51 because try to get it ground level for older people. and help take care of the eye sore of
vacant buildings

53 Old true value ....convenient 
56 This way the community center is its “own” affiliation and may attract more attention of a

variety of people 
57 The old true value could be a good spot if it’s affordable. 
66 Expensive
73 To many empty buildings in town
84 Old true value 
90 the old true value
94 I think it would be best to use a structure already in existence for cost and environmental

purposes
96 Old hardware store
112 Use something not used and make it new and inviting for people
118 more room for indoor sports - cheaper than building new
121 Many available places in town...empty and unused
124 perhaps where the old True Value was located.
125 One less vacant building.
138 Giving new life to an existing part of the town
139 There are many empty buildings in town.
149 Gumbles
150 Old true value store
186 Dr. Story's (old) office building
190 Depending on location, needs to be close to “downtown”, maybe old True Value
191 The old true value hardware store
194 Cost effective 
197 Lots of empty buildings/businesses
209 I believe we should use land that is already developed before we destroy our natural beauty
223 A place right in town easily accessed. Maybe the former Luhrs hardware?
237 There are many run down business buildings, like the old True Value, next to Roadside food

truck place that could be a great place?
243 Old tru value. 
247 The old hardware store would be a great place for a hub in town.
29 Bring money back to the community
65 Old true value?
66 Why, when we have the fire house?
82 Something in town not being used 
116 bigger space is better..can be used for sports
118 more room for indoor sports - cheaper than building new
194 Cost effective
23 By dutches 
59 How about the sawmill?
66 Expensive
138 Brings something new and interesting to town
139 A modern, dedicated building would be fresh and practical.
148 Community center building
183 Possibly something on the park property
187 Behind old hardware store
188 Behind old hardware store
190 Possibly in the park
194 New is always nice and motivating 
209 i say this only when pertaining to the old run down roundhouse hardware store. Raze it and

build a community center in the center of town. Use land that is already developed before we
destroy our natural beauty

217 location to provide ample parking and access
223 might be more cost effective in the long run
232 close to the park
246 I believe a new structure would bring the most attention and raise the most awareness. 
18 This might be a good way to help the church bring in some additional income. It's also a good

central location. 
37 Alternative to the fire hall
103 All three in close proximity
116 bigger space is better..can be used for sports
118 more room for indoor sports
7 None of the above. I answered question one with no but you are making me choose an
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answer that doesn't fit to what I want
41 Hamlin/ Lake Ariel area 
86 Depends on size of event
157 I guess I misunderstood community center. thinking about sports and the field the field in the

park. Maybe we don't need a community center. What would we do. And no activity on
Sunday. 

165 GDS Fairgrounds in their off season; Residential Community clubhouse; Gumble Bros
168 Difficult to say as I’m not sure what the vision is. What would be included? 
169 Community centers should be broken for different ages from pre-K to high school. Something

to do for all kids ages
174 Which ever is affordable and can host a couple different things for different age groups
179 A place that is served with good public trasportation.
184 I feel that if the supervisors of Dreher township would be willing to make Newfoundland a

better place to raise families. We need to see if they would even allow a building to be built in
the township. Or do we have to convert an existing building. There are lots of empty buildings
that the owners are not permitted to rebuild. The idea are is center of town so that the park
and basketball courts can be incorporated into the area. But I feel the need for a gym area is
a definite need. Do your gym time then do the walk on the trail along the Wallenpaupack
creek. 

195 None
203  Near/on Rt. 507 in Greentown.   
219 any of these that make the space financially viable. 
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Summary for Transportation(SQ001)[To]

How would you get to or from a community hub?

Answer Count Percentage

Late bus from school (students) (A1) 9 4.66%  
Walk (A2) 3 1.55%  
Personal Vehicle (A3) 169 87.56%  
Someone would drive me (A4) 4 2.07%  
Bicycle (A5) 0 0.00%  
I would need a ride (A6) 5 2.59%  
No answer 3 1.55%  
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Summary for Transportation(SQ002)[From]

How would you get to or from a community hub?

Answer Count Percentage

Late bus from school (students) (A1) 5 2.59%  
Walk (A2) 3 1.55%  
Personal Vehicle (A3) 171 88.60%  
Someone would drive me (A4) 5 2.59%  
Bicycle (A5) 0 0.00%  
I would need a ride (A6) 5 2.59%  
No answer 4 2.07%  
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Summary for Transportation(SQ002)[From]

How would you get to or from a community hub?
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Summary for ActivitiesOffered

Answer Count Percentage

Stage Area for Music (SQ001) 104 56.22%  
Indoor Recreation (SQ002) 134 72.43%  
Outdoor Recreation (SQ003) 114 61.62%  
Television Lounge (SQ004) 38 20.54%  
Coffee Bar (SQ005) 95 51.35%  
Movies (SQ006) 100 54.05%  
Meeting Rooms (SQ007) 100 54.05%  
Special Occasion/Event Space Rental (birthdays, anniversaries, weddings and more) (SQ011) 116 62.70%  
Clubs (bridge, knitting and more) (SQ009) 131 70.81%  
Senior Annex (SQ010) 75 40.54%  
Visiting Lecturers (authors, journalists, scientists, artists and more) (SQ012) 104 56.22%  
Video Game Competitions (SQ013) 46 24.86%  
Maker Space (crafts, inventions, science projects and more) (SQ014) 103 55.68%  
BINGO! (SQ015) 89 48.11%  
After School Programs (study sessions, tutoring and more) (SQ016) 118 63.78%  
Health Care (blood pressure monitoring, vaccinations and more) (SQ017) 94 50.81%  
Art Shows (SQ018) 76 41.08%  
Concert Streaming (SQ021) 41 22.16%  
Musical Instrument or Band Practice (SQ023) 49 26.49%  
Other 40 21.62%  

ID Response

7 Again none of the above this is a blast survey your making me choose something when I don't
want to. Where is my option non of the above

18 A certified kitchen that could be rented out for people who want to make products for resale
such as jams, jellies, etc. The laws make it difficult to do this in a home kitchen. The space
could also be used for classes on cooking, healthy eating, canning and food preservation, etc.

21 Community events 
23 Pool
39 This community needs something to keep the young people active and show them what a

community is all about we are becoming divided need something to bring us back together 
42 Flea market, craft fair, farm markets, 
45 All of the above
50 Cooking classes
51 vidio game room
65 RC club
68 Isn’t this the same thing the library tries??? A bunch of activities that no one shows up for?

Couldnt we pour these resources into trying to get people to use the library?
78 Again...shouldn’t we just focus on trying to get people to use the library? People barely show

interest in the activities and programs the library offers, what makes us think it will be any
different just because we call it a “hub”

83 bible study
94 Cooking club/program for children and adults
104 Dances 
116 basketball league
118 basketball leagues
120 Exercise, yoga
124 educational or hobby classes
130 Farm market
137 cooking classes
143 Book Club, Senior Stretch
152 Food Gatherings
165 Volunteer led exercise programs; Commercial kitchen so residents can create value added

foods (breads, pies, etc)
174 Gym classes such as les mills!!!
178 Regular dances like swing dancing 
179 transportation. The abovr
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183 Frisbe golf anything to interest teens
184 Gym
185 Gym, exercise programs, exercise programs for children
190 Child care, indoor and outdoor “quiet” area for reading, studying, etc., clothes/toys closet for

those in need
191 Indoor farmers market
204 Children’s programs
209 polling place, community garden, private study rooms with wifi
216 Journaling , scrapbooking meet ups 
219 business aids like Honesdale
229 Yoga classes 
244 Qi Kung
247 Dog park area!
249 support groups, like NAMI
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Summary for DaysOfTheWeek(SQ001)[Weekends]

Answer Count Percentage

Not Likely (A1) 16 8.65%  
Somewhat Likely (A2) 57 30.81%  
Very Likely (A3) 92 49.73%  
No answer 20 10.81%  
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Summary for DaysOfTheWeek(SQ002)[Weekdays]

Answer Count Percentage

Not Likely (A1) 18 9.73%  
Somewhat Likely (A2) 85 45.95%  
Very Likely (A3) 66 35.68%  
No answer 16 8.65%  
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Summary for DaysOfTheWeek(SQ002)[Weekdays]
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Summary for Hours(SQ001)[Weekends]

Answer Count Percentage

Morning (8AM - 12 Noon) (A1) 28 15.30%  
Afternoon (12 Noon - 5PM) (A2) 96 52.46%  
Evening (5PM - ?) (A3) 21 11.48%  
No answer 38 20.77%  
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Summary for Hours(SQ002)[Weekdays]

Answer Count Percentage

Morning (8AM - 12 Noon) (A1) 13 7.10%  
Afternoon (12 Noon - 5PM) (A2) 47 25.68%  
Evening (5PM - ?) (A3) 90 49.18%  
No answer 33 18.03%  
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Summary for OtherThings

We can't think of everything!Enter you ideas, observations, wishes, personal opinions, whatever you are
thinking in the box below.

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 69 38.55%  
No answer 110 61.45%  

ID Response

1 First survey taker.  Hope this is helpful.
7 Gove the option of no
18 While these are all nice ideas, I'm not sure the interest level is truly high enough to sustain the

project. I feel like this project is a few years too late - when the food pantry was looking for a
home, there was more of a driving force behind this. I'm also not sure what existing space
would actually be economical for this project - prices are either too high or the improvements
needed to meet code and regulations too costly. 

23 Holiday events 
27 Newfoundland is a beautiful place
29 I am the president of our local little league, we have been using Zoom to hold meetings, it

would be great to have a place to go. Kids need a space, they are bored at home
37 This would work best if there were to be centralized programming and administration

between several community hubs including the Cooperage in Honesdale...
40 That would be a great idea, it should benefit greentown too
45 Newfoundland needs something for teens and young adults. Since it’s much further from the

high school, participation in after school events is harder because children are dependent on
parents for late bus transportation. If they had something closer to town for entertainment,
parents might be more willing to drive them to after school events. Also, senior socials might
be an idea as well or community ice cream  parties.

50 The more variety the better. Plenty for people of all ages. Social clubs, academic clubs,
health/sports clubs, etc.
Oh, and summer day camps would be AWESOME!
I love the idea of using an existing space for the sake of saving money and space, but I
recognize that certain spaces may not offer the space and resources need to make certain
clubs and/or activities possible.

52 Recreational center with a pool and exercise equipment would be nice for the kids and adults
that don’t live in a community.

53 If the township would just let people in without a fight
64 Anything that can be done to offer kids social interaction and possibly physical activity would

be great.
65 Child and teen activities must be chaperoned.  
66 How about outdoor concerts in Newfoundland park? Bring chairs and blankets.
70 I think this is a great idea. It would be nice to use an existing building(s) instead of seeing

them sit vacant. Thank you for taking the time to look into making something like this happen. 
77 We definitely need something for small businesses to sell, such as crafts, produce etc.
78 We have a library. Libraries care notrioisly meant for and used for the things mentioned as a

possible use for this community center. People BARELY use or show up at the library. This
seems like a massive waste. So many other things we could do. We’re just making a whole
new library. A...community space that no one uses and we can’t come up with interesting
enough ideas to get people to show up. 

We need so much more in this town. 

Like addiction outreach and resources. 

How bout a community pool? Splashpad at the park? 
79 Really awesome idea. Our community could use this tremendously! Thank you..hope it

happens 
83 It would be great to have an afternoon or evening program for teenagers. 
86 Any events submitted that would require a large space. Any legal activity. 

Let it be known that the space was available. 
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90 I would like know why the dog park idea never made it very far in the planning stages. Hawley
has a dog park why can't we have a dog park in our town?

94 I worry that Newfoundland doesn’t have the population to support a community center for
itself. I hope this would be available to people in the surrounding communities as
well...(Greentown, Canadensis, Sterling (other places within the South School’s borders)).

97 Good Luck
103 Children and adults would have opportunity to participate in activities without traveling far. 
110 Something indoors for elementary age children would be great. Possibly toys, a reading area,

crafts and a scheduled group play time as well would be wonderful. Locally there aren’t many
things to do indoors with children

116 a youth to a young men's basketball league would be nice. i see no organized sports like this
in the area outside of the schools.

118 youth to young men's basketball league. Only schools have basketball that is organized. i see
nothing in this area, except soccer

124 Great place for kids afterschool activities and also adult classes. 
129 Newfoundland Community Hub is a great idea!!  Hope it becomes a reality.  Would definitely

use it.
130 Offer yoga and other exercise classes like the Hawley Hub does. Also craft fairs, book clubs,

game nights etc
137 cooking classes for parents and children 

nutrition classes
budgeting classes....income vs expenses and saving money for emergency
retirement and college saving classes

145 NA
148 I want a gym space
151 Using the Fire Hall is the cheapest solution available, everything is already there 
155 Affiliation with the school district will engage families as well as the students. Having the

space availalbe for civic or volunteer groups for meetings could provide fund-raising
opportunities.

156 This town needs a place for kids to go and hang out with their age groups in a supervised
area. There is nothing for kids to do here which is why they get into drugs/alcohol etc. There
needs to be more activities and resources for kids to attend these resources that have
working parents ie. bus from school, carpooling with other parents with a sign up sheet (like
school vans, so they can get home if need be. some families only have one vehicle and its
needed for work transportation). 

157 I really thought there were sports activities for everyone in the park but don't know the
activities. The Historical Society would have lots of ideas and maybe this survey needs to be
advertises more. I just barely found it and not too many people stop and read where the
survey is posted.

161 An art studio with a kiln, a place for exhibitions 
165 Consider septic needs

A covered concrete block fire pit would be great to rent to families/organizations trying to do
chicken barbeques, pig roasts, etc.
Expand park use to include a bandshell (bring the music to the park) and/or amphitheater
Sensory zone/natural play space for folks with accessibility issues/sensory concerns
 

166 Where is the money coming from to support this community endeavor.  
169 Initially was thinking this is for kids only, but it would be nice to have things to do for adults as

well to meet with other parents in the community 
174 Bingo would b great! Work outs such as les mills. If there is a way to have things for different

age groups at same time would be great! Like mom is taking a gym class while the lil ones
are doing karate or arts crafts!

177 Open up to greentown residents. 
178 Please open events to surrounding communities 

Please consider a drama group

The need regular dances and social parties
179 Co bgg I'd testing and shots.

Health services for those in need and the elderly.
182 It would bewonderfultohave a senior center, like other townships in wayne county. Thank you

for listening.
184 Gym- weights, volleyball court, some type of day care for families. Weather I’d be to work or
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to use the facility for better health. 
185 You could offer a gym and exercise programs that includes a babysitting/tutoring

program/children activities, so while the parent is working out there is something for their
children to do. This would all be included in the membership. 

188 No more ideas
190 This would be amazing! This town really needs something.
191 The area need to be cleaned up and modernized, maybe new Christmas lighting,  veteran

banners, new trees or planters. Concerts in the park.
194 I think this a great idea!  
203 Rt. 507 does not have any areas like what your are proposing.

Would be nice to have some entertainment options without a long drive

206 Newfoundland is in desperate need of a senior center. A community center (hub) would solve
this need.

209 It would be really great if the property that butts up against the Drake park (the old Hardware
property) could be used for the community center. Use the road frontage for the center, the
section near the wetlands for a nature/learning area and have paths that lead to the park. 

217 provide and updated sewer system to all the area to grow and/or be updated to not looking
like a ghost town in the making.   Attract people to the area not push them away.

220 I live in Greentown and will be retiring this fall. I would be very interested in being involved. I
have 30 years experience in Senior Centers, my husband and I play a number of instruments,
he can offer cooking classes and I can offer some crafts.

223 I think a community center is just what this area needs. Newfoundland would benefit from
small businesses that might come in response to more people being "in town".

224 Have a kitchen or a place that is capable of making or bringing in food for meetings.
225 Trips to land marks, concerts, etc
229 Yoga, Yai Chi, simple exercise classes for all
235 Offering various talk on subjects from travel to holiday ideas, crafts,food  projects,

fundraisers, raffles or hobby programs ( gardening, hobbies, etc) 
236 Libraries, starting with Andrew Carnegie, were the hub of the community years ago. Let’s do

it again! 
237 There are many children in Newfoundland and they need a place to meet and just hang out.

An area for skateboarding would be great too. Also a basketball, or tennis court? Something
to get the kids moving, exercising and enjoy it. Maybe even an YMCA type building with
indoor pool? We used to go at the Greater Scranton area YMCA in Dunmore and they were
always super busy and my kids took swimming classes but then COVID happens so we
stopped going there.

242 Ideas put forth in survey look great. As a senior citizen I like that ideas encompass all ages.
244 No alcohol.  Where is the money coming from?  Security?
247 I have been to many areas outside of PA and been so impressed with dog parks.  They are

brilliant and a great way to safely socialize with other dog owners and let our dogs play with
one another!  Fencing and water supply would be the main costs.

249 Having a community center to offer support groups, especially mental health support and
special needs groups is highly needed in the area. It would also be valuable to offer a place to
use as a base for networking with other groups for outreach purposes. Newfoundland is
highly underserved, especially in the mental health and special needs arena.
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Summary for Gender

Gender

Answer Count Percentage

Female (F) 68 40.96%  
Male (M) 16 9.64%  
No answer 82 49.40%  
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Summary for Gender

Gender
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Summary for Age

Age

Calculation Result

Count 77
Sum 4326.000000
Standard deviation 72.91
Average 56.18
Minimum 17.000000
1st quartile (Q1) 34
2nd quartile (Median) 46
3rd quartile (Q3) 64
Maximum 677.000000

Null values are ignored in calculations
Q1 and Q3 calculated using minitab method
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Summary for Contact

May We Contact You?

Answer Count Percentage

Yes (Y) 44 88.00%  
No (N) 6 12.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Summary for Contact

May We Contact You?
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